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Versatility keeps installations simple.
RAB's hybrid A/B tubes can be used as a plug and play (UL Type A) or as direct wire (UL Type B) and can be wired either single or double-ended. For Type A installation simply remove the fluorescent tube and replace it with our hybrid—no rewiring required. If the Instant Start ballast should fail, simply cut the ballast from the system and wire the tube directly to line voltage 120-277V!
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Hybrid
Can be used on existing ballasts or wire directly to line voltage
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Damp 
rated
Rated for use in damp locations
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Fluorescent replacement
Replace conventional fluorescent T8 linear tubes
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Compatibility
Work with the most commonly used ballasts in commercial lighting applications. 


    
        
            Refer to the Compatibility Guide
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Diffuse
lighting
Will maintain the same light quality over time and won't yellow, shrink, or wrinkle
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Save energy and money
Approximately 40% more efficient than conventional T8 lamps
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Mercury
free
Environmentally friendly vs fluorescent technologies.
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Highly efficient
Lasts 1.6 longer than conventional fluorescent tubes.
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              Hybrid

              Works with the existing ballast or bypass the ballast entirely.
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            Damp rated

            Rated for use in enclosed and open fixtures in dry or damp locations.
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            Fluorescent replacement

            Replace conventional fluorescent T8 linear tubes
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            Compatibility

            Work with the most commonly used ballasts in commercial lighting applications.Refer to the Compatibility Guide.
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            Diffuse lighting

            Will maintain the same light quality over time and won't yellow, shrink, or wrinkle
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            Save energy and money

            Approximately 40% more efficient than conventional T8 lamps
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            Mercury free

            Environmentally friendly vs fluorescent technologies.
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            Highly efficient

            Lasts 1.6 longer than conventional fluorescent tubes.

          

        

      

     
     
    
    

  








Flexible in all the right ways.
Hybrids can act as either Type A (plug and play) or Type B (ballast bypass, double-ended retrofit) tubes. They're available in 4ft and 2ft linear as well as Ubend U1 and U6 models, and in various color temperatures for maximum application flexibility.
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Keep inventory at a minimum.
Get everything you expect from both Type A and Type B tubes, with less SKUs to manage. Save shelf and cargo space, reduce carrying costs, increase product availability and improve flexibility in the field.
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Designed to perform, built to last.
All hybrid tubes are glass construction for optimal heat dissipation and have a diffusion coating that allows for smooth, even light distribution and won't yellow, shrink, or wrinkle over time.
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Enclosed fixture rated.
All hybrid tube models are designed to handle the heat of closed spaces, so they can be used with confidence in both open and enclosed fixtures.
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5 year no-compromise warranty.
The RAB 5-year, no-compromise warranty covers light output, color stability, driver performance and paint finish. RAB's warranty is subject to all terms and conditions found at rablighting.com/warranty.
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Big rebates.
RAB Hybrid Tubes are available in DLC approved models.
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50,000 hour LED lifespan.
At 10 hours daily use, LEDs are rated to last 13 years, dramatically reducing maintenance and re-lamping costs.
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NSF certified.
NSF certified for use in food-preparation facilities and meets strict standards for public health safety. Marine-listed models are not NSF certified.
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            Contact Customer Service, Tech Support or Lighting Applications with your support questions.

          

        

      


      
        
          Chat online

          Talk live with a Support Team member, to get help on weekdays from 7:30am - 8:00pm EST.

          
            Start Chat 
          
        


        
          Send a message

          Send us a note, and a RAB Support Team member will help you as soon as possible.
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      Live Chat

      
        Need Help? 

        Chat with us now!
      

      
        Start Chat 
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      Contact us

      
        A RAB support representative will respond soon.
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      Lighting Design

      
        Our lighting designers can help you create a custom layout.
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      DesignLights Consortium®

      
        Find DLC qualified products.
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        Lightcloud® 

        
          It's powerful and flexible, yet easy to use and install.
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